Option 1:
Lead Paint Renovator,

I am Ted Johnson, an **EPA Lead Paint Training Instructor** and Director of the Lead Paint Forms Store and Nation Wide Local Contractors.

Over a year ago, we started training contractors - and almost every single contractor we spoke with had the same question, *"Where do we get all the documents we need to fill out to Stay EPA Compliant?"*

For the first few months, we were just as lost as they were – all we had were sample forms in the EPA Training Guides, which were incomplete and not user friendly.

Then, we decided to develop the **Lead Paint Administration Kit**. This kit provides contractors with every form and document needed to maintain compliance of all the complicated laws and rules.

We offer two (2) versions of the Lead Paint Administration Kit, Deluxe and Standard. Each kit has all the forms you will need for more than 10 jobs! Guidelines and instructions on how to document each job (Standard Residential Job, Multi-Family Housing Job or HUD Project) are also included.

Our kit is perfect for busy contractors like you because:

- It’s simple – we make everything easy to understand and fill out.
- Most of the forms are multi-part so the property owner can also maintain a copy.
- Instructions are based on the EPA Training Workbook Samples.
- Most of all, it’s VERY AFFORDABLE!

Join thousands of contractors who are enjoying the convenience our **Lead Paint Administration Kit** provides! [CLICK HERE](#) to learn more - PLUS to view valuable information and videos on compliance to the RRP Lead Paint Laws.

Your partner in success,

Ted Johnson
NW Local Contractors / Lead Paint Forms Store
[www.LeadPaintFormsStore.com](http://www.LeadPaintFormsStore.com)
Option 2:

Lead Paint Renovator,

Do you get a headache each time you start a job since you’re always scrambling for EPA compliance forms? If so, we have just what the doctor ordered – the **Lead Paint Administration Kit**!

We’ve been training contractors for well over a year now and one question that came up over and over again was, *"Where do we get all the documents that we need to fill out to stay EPA Compliant?"* Initially, we couldn’t give a straight answer – all we had were sample forms in the EPA Training Guides, which were incomplete and not user friendly.

Then, we had a revelation. Why not develop a **Lead Paint Administration** Kit to help navigate through the choppy waters? This kit provides you with every form and document you need to maintain compliance to all the complicated laws and rules.

We offer two (2) versions of the Lead Paint Administration Kit, Deluxe and Standard. Each kit has all the forms you need for more than 10 jobs! Guidelines and instructions on how to document each job (Standard Residential Job, Multi-Family Housing Job or HUD Project) are also included.

Our kit is perfect for busy contractors like you because:

- It’s simple – we make everything easy to understand and fill out.
- Most of the forms are multi-part so the property owner can also maintain a copy.
- Instructions are based on the EPA Training Workbook Samples.
- Most of all, it’s **VERY AFFORDABLE**!

Be prepared for even the most complicated of jobs with the **Lead Paint Administration Kit**! Join thousands of satisfied contractors who are enjoying the convenience of having all the forms and tools they need to stay compliant! [CLICK HERE](#) to learn more - PLUS to view valuable information and videos on compliance to the RRP Lead Paint Laws.

**Your partner in success,**

Ted Johnson  
NW Local Contractors / Lead Paint Forms Store  
[www.LeadPaintFormsStore.com](http://www.LeadPaintFormsStore.com)